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Environmental, Social and  
Governance Policy 
 

Approach to Sustainable Investment and Environmental Social & Governance Factors 

(Long Form)  
 
Introduction 
The importance that many investors place on sustainable investing and a consideration of environmental, 
social and governance (ESG) factors has increased considerably in recent years. Within pension trustee boards 
and amongst many investors there is recognition that ESG issues can have a significant impact on the 
economic value of a company, something we agree with. In Clark, Feiner and Viehs 2015 report ‘From the 
Stockholder to the Stakeholder’, a meta-study from 200 different sources, they found ‘88% of reviewed 
sources find that companies with robust sustainability practices demonstrate better operational performance, 
which ultimately translates into cash flows.’  
 
As an equities manager River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP (RAMAM) believes we are not only 
stewards of the assets entrusted to us by our clients, but that we also have a fiduciary responsibility to 
improve the management of companies for all stakeholders whilst not compromising our objective of 
achieving strong financial returns. 
 
Since RAMAM was formed in 2006 we have always voted on behalf of our clients, both for UK companies and 
those stocks held in our global equity portfolios. We regard voting as an important aspect of active ownership: 
engaging with companies to encourage better corporate standards. Details of our General Principles in 
respect of corporate governance are included in our Corporate Governance Voting and Engagement Policy, 
which is available on request. 

In combination with our fiduciary duty as owners, we believe it is important to include ESG factors in our 
company research process to mitigate risk and identify opportunities in stock selection. This document 
provides a summary of how quantitative and qualitative ESG research is incorporated into our PVT (Potential, 
Valuation and Timing) investment philosophy. 
 

Selection of Material ESG factors 
Below we have listed ESG factors that research has identified as being materially important. Depending on 
the company and industry, certain factors will be more or less important. As part of our research we aim to 
identify the most relevant for the company and industry we are analysing – the aim being to identify not only 
which companies are ‘best in-class’ but most importantly ones which are improving.  
 
Figure 1: Selection of Material ESG Factors 

Source: Clark, Feiner and Viehs (2015) ‘From the Stockholder to the Stakeholder’: The data has been synthesized from several sources, 
including MSCI (2013), UBS (2013), Bonini and Goerner (2011), Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (2013), Global Reporting 
Initiative (2013a), and the academic papers reviewed in the report.  
 



 

What we do 

Voting 
We use a third party, ISS Corporate Solutions, to implement our voting policy, overriding their recommended 
action when it differs from our General Principles on standards for good corporate governance and 
management of environmental and social issues.   
 
Risk Mitigation 
When we conduct our analysis on companies, apart from gaining an understanding of the business and 
financial management, we believe it is important to identify potential non-financial risks by assessing 
management’s behaviour with regard to ESG related factors such as customers, employees, suppliers and the 
environment.  

Examples of where we have identified ESG related risks in existing holdings or potential holdings and such 
risks have affected our investment approach include two Asian companies that had accounting irregularities – 
both stocks were sold; and a UK retail company with controversial employment practices, which we did not 
buy despite scoring highly on MoneyPenny, our initial stock screening tool.  

Quantitative Scoring 
We run an ESG Analysis report on a fortnightly basis, which provides a broad overview of the portfolio from an 
ESG perspective and allows us to identify companies with potential related risks for us to take into account 
when analysing. Figure 2 shows the highest rated and lowest rated companies across RAMAM’s portfolios as 
at end-March 2018. 

Figure 2: ESG Analysis report – Highest 10 & Lowest 10, March 2018 

 

In addition, we run a fortnightly report showing ESG rating moves both upwards and downwards, including 
reasons for the change. This brings monitoring of ESG issues arising and potential improvements within a 
company in line with our MoneyPenny fundamental screening tool, which highlights changes in the PVT decile 
ranking of stocks. Within the Investment Team, we regularly discuss ESG issues and changes in MSCI ESG 
scores reviewed during our fortnightly internal Global Equity Meetings. 
 
A paper by MSCI on ‘Can ESG add Alpha’ showed that between February 2007 and February 2015 both a 
portfolio of stocks with higher ESG ratings and a second portfolio consisting of stocks that have improved 
their ESG ratings, outperformed the MSCI World Index. The greater out-performance coming from the stocks 
with improved ESG ratings, +2.2% per annum compared to +1.1% for those companies with the highest ESG 
ratings. 
 



 

Two examples of stocks where the MSCI ESG Rating has increased from CCC to BB are Bank of America and 
Sinopharm Group (a Chinese pharmaceutical distributor). These two examples demonstrate how a company’s 
share price performance can improve with an increase in its ESG ratings.  
 

Bank of America 

 

Source: MSCI ESG Research 

Bank of America was rated CCC in November 2012 due to the threat of regulatory fines post the financial 
crisis. In November 2013 the rating improved to B following progress in improving internal controls. The most 
recent increase occurred in November 2016 when the bank adopted best practice guidance on its privacy and 
data security policies. Since November 2012 Bank of America’s share price has increased three-fold (see 
Figure 3).  
 
Figure 3: Bank of America share price 15th November 2012 to 31st March 2018 
      

 

Source: FactSet 

In respect of corporate governance the bank has made improvements regarding overboarding to improve the 
effectiveness of the board, but overturned a previous shareholder vote to combine the CEO and Chair roles. 
Executive pay, bonuses and poorly structured equity incentive plans require continued monitoring. 
 
Figure 4 shows the performance of the four major US banks since November 2012. Both Bank of America 
(BAC-US) and JP Morgan (JPM-US) were similarly re-rated to BB from CCC, whilst Citigroup (C-US) was 
downgraded from BB to a B in 2015 (returned to BB in 2016 and BBB in 2017) and Wells Fargo WFC-US) has 
fallen from a BB in 2014 to CCC currently. It is noticeable that Bank of America and JP Morgan have been the 
best performing of the four banks over the period. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Figure 4: Performance of Big 4 US Banks 15th November 2015 to 31st March 2018 
 

 
Source: FactSet 

Sinopharm Group 

 
 

Source: MSCI ESG Research 

Figure 5: Sinopharm Group share price 15th June 2012 to 31st March 2018 

 

Source: FactSet 

Sinopharm Group is a Chinese pharmaceutical distributor whose MSCI ESG Rating increased from CCC to BB 
in July 2013, since when the share price has doubled. The company has certified its operations to International 
Organisation for Standardisation (ISO) 9001 standards and has not had any significant drug recalls or 
regulatory warning letters since 2013. In May 2017, the rating increased to BBB following the introduction of a 
better compliance system through provision of employee training and whistle-blower protection.  

The US bank example is a particularly good one to show how not only a change in the ESG Rating from the 
lowest score (CCC) can indicate better management action and improving share price, but also indicates 
where a down-grading can have an adverse effect. Rating downgrades occur after the event and will not 
change unless signs of improvement are occurring – as we increasingly incorporate ESG research into our 



 

investment process our aim is to detect the risk of negative events occurring and identifying where a 
company is making improvements.        
    
Qualitative Research 
At RAMAM we are a small team, but there are certain actions we can take to identify ESG issues/risks within 
companies held and/or being considered. Apart from our quantitative screen, a section on our internal 
Company Analysis Verification Sheets covers ESG issues as part of identifying key risks to out PVT thesis.  
 
When analysing companies, apart from gaining an understanding of the business and financial management, 
we believe it is important to identify potential non-financial risks by assessing management’s behaviour with 
regard to customers, employees, suppliers and the environment. Where the MSCI ESG Rating and/or Carbon 
Emissions Score is low, this is a signal for further analysis. As part of our monitoring process, when MSCI ESG 
analysts raise issues or there is a significant change in the ESG rating, potential risks are assessed. In assessing 
these issues/risks we may adjust the weighting of a stock in the portfolio, decide to sell an existing holding or 
not invest in a new idea. 
 
Greater attention to the impact of sustainable investment is leading to demand by investors for more 
information on ESG issues and how companies compare. This not only includes more disclosure by companies 
and specialist research (both buy and sell side), but also more information available on Bloomberg for 
example. More transparency will potentially lead to the ‘best in class’ companies in a sector being rated more 
highly. It also provides a comparator to monitor whether a company is making improvements. As part of our 
analysis we will compare a company to its peer group and monitor relative progress, then where possible 
address ‘weak’ areas directly with management or by supporting shareholder proposals at AGMs. 
  
As part of our research into monitoring how a company is improving shareholder value by positive action on 
ESG issues, we collate information from Bloomberg and MSCI highlighting how our stocks compare to their 
peers on ESG disclosure.  

See Figure 6 below showing MSCI Sector ESG disclosure. Large companies will generally score higher through 
having more resources to compile data, however this analysis can act as an indicator (warning) for areas that 
can be improved or need clarification with the company.    

Figure 6: Table of MSCI Sector ESG disclosure 

   

Source: MSCI ESG Research 

Engagement NOT Exclusion 
We strongly believe the best process to improve management attitudes is through engagement and peer 
group pressure, rather than solely excluding a company on ‘ethical’ grounds, unless specifically requested by a 
client. We mainly engage on Governance issues, but will do on ‘E’ and ‘S’ as appropriate. Even in ‘dirty’ or 
‘unethical’ industries, we believe it is important for shareholders to assert pressure on companies to operate in 
the most ethical manner within the limitations of a particular sector. Only when a company is not addressing 



 

such issues, or management is ‘ignorant’ to change, would we consider selling a holding or not investing. Two 
examples shown below:  
 

 Japanese Steel Company: A top decile Asset Backed/Recovery stock with ROE improving, which was 
the reason for buying. Following the announcement regarding the falsification of inspection data the 
holding was sold. The company’s MSCI ESG Rating was downgraded from AA to BBB due to 
concerns about internal controls, business ethics and the failure of compliance management 
systems. 

 US Luggage Company: Held as a Growth stock due to being a leading brand in the luggage sector. 
The holding was sold after concerns raised by a hedge fund report about the company’s accounting 
practises. Although the company believe the report conclusions are incorrect, our analysis decided 
that there was enough substance to doubt some accounting practices as artificially supporting 
expanding margins. The CEO also falsely presented himself as a Dr. on some occasions and in 
versions of his CV included a PhD, which he did not obtain. The CEO subsequently resigned.  

 UK Retail Company: We considered investing in this company, but ESG risks surrounding weak 
labour management policies linked to poor conditions for warehouse workers and use of zero hour 
contracts led us not to invest despite scoring highly on MoneyPenny, our initial stock screening tool.  

Summary  
Asset owners and asset managers approach to ESG is developing and expectations for companies are being 
raised. At RAMAM, we believe ESG is an important component of the investment process however, we also 
acknowledge that as a small company we have limited resources. 
 
Since RAMAM’s inception in 2006 we have taken our fiduciary responsibility seriously, implementing this 
through our General Principles in respect of corporate governance and voting on important issues and 
through engagement directly with companies and/or with other shareholders. In the majority of cases when 
appropriate we have been able to engage with companies, either directly or through voting, to influence 
change.  

 

 

 
Our investment philosophy PVT (Potential, Valuation and Timing), targets these three factors when assessing 
a stock’s potential to generate absolute and relative returns. 
  
The Potential of a company represents its ability to create economic value for shareholders. Over the years 
we have found that the companies that can deliver above average potential divide into four categories; these 
relate to where a company is in its ‘life cycle’: 
  
- Growth – the delivery of strong revenue and profits growth 
- Quality – a business franchise that delivers a superior return on investment 
- Recovery – the process whereby a company produces a recovery in profits to ‘normal’ levels following 
decline 
- Asset-backed – the delivery of asset backed growth to a long-term investor.  
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The Valuation factor seeks to establish the pricing anomaly, the gap between the stock market’s valuation of 
the company and its underlying economic worth.  
 
Finally, Timing addresses the issue of when is the right time to buy and sell, thus reducing the risk of being 
too early into an investment, and optimising the period held and returns generated once an investment made. 
 
Figure 7 shows the development of ESG within our investment process.  ESG is now an integral part of the 
PVT process in identifying non-financial risks for a particular company and finding companies that are 
improving their operational efficiency through better management of ESG factors. 
 
 
Figure 7: Environmental, Social & Governance – RAMAM Development 
  

 
Source: River and Mercantile Asset Management LLP 
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Director of ESG  
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